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Creative Writing Workshop: Creating Characters
Overview
In this interactive, creative writing workshop, our digital 'story factory' needs the help of students
to build some fresh, funny, and complex characters from scratch. Students will collaborate on
creating a character with depth and motivation, and test its emotional reactions to a variety of
crazy obstacles and dilemmas. They will finish the workshop with their own individual characters
ready to use in future creative writing activities.
This resource pack is designed to assist you to integrate learning from the live digital workshop
with classroom activities. Through these activities students will find different ways to create
characters - some through written activities, others through drama activities and funny voices.
Allowing students to develop characters outside of plots or narratives can help them create richer,
more emotionally deep examples. After embodying these characters they’ll be excited to take
them on adventures through story writing.
Curriculum Links
Subject

Content

English

Drama

Speaking and listening
Writing and representing
Thinking imaginatively, creatively,
interpretively and critically
Expressing themselves
Making

General
Capabilities

Performing
Critical and creative thinking
Personal and social capability

Outcomes
Stage 2
EN2–1A
EN2-2A
EN2–10C

Stage 3
EN3–1A
EN3-2A
EN3–7C

EN1–11D
DRAS2.1
DRAS2.2
DRAS2.3

EN3–8D
DRAS3.1
DRAS3.2
DRAS3.3

In preparation for your digital workshop:


Print the 4Fs and Emotional Reactions student worksheets (pages 6-7) – one per child



Please have a DICE ready for use in the workshop



Please make sure you have tested your video conferencing equipment

On the day of the workshop:


Please seat students comfortably in clear view of the screen and camera (they may be on
chairs, at desks or on the floor as long as they are comfortable with a clear view)



Each student should have a worksheet and pen or pencil, and something to lean on to write



Please dial in to your video conferencing equipment 15 mins prior to the session time



Ensure your microphone is on mute for the start of the session.
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PART 1: Classroom Activities
These activities can be completed either before or after the Creating Characters digital workshop.
All could be done in one session, in succession, or broken up over 3 lessons. Activities one and two
usually go well together, and activity three (word banks) could be completed later. They all give
students a better sense of who their character is, and how they could describe them in a story.
ACTIVITY ONE: How does your character move?
Overview:
Materials:
We’re going to explore the unique way your
- blank sheets of paper/exercise books
character moves around their world
- pencils
Teaching Sequence
Drama activity: (you will need a clear space in the classroom, or go into the hall / playground)


Get students to walk around the space, imagine it is a busy street. They should walk like
they’re trying to get somewhere, but keep milling around the space



Tell the students to walk as naturally as possible, the way they usually walk, but without
making eye contact or talking to anyone



As students are walking, the teacher will call out different actions for the students to act
out while they are walking. Some examples include:
Walk like you have a bad back
Walk like you have huge arms
Walk like you’re really tired
Walk like you’re worried someone is following you
Walk like your arms and legs are too big for your body
Walk like your legs are tied together and you can only take tiny steps
Walk like you’re gliding on the ground

 Go back to your natural walk
Written activity:


Students will then choose one of the options they’ve tried, and imagine that their
character walks around like that



At the top of a sheet of paper, get them to write: “My character walks like...”



Then under that they will say: “They walk like this because...”.
The reasoning behind their distinct movements could be as pedestrian as an old ballet
class accident to something as over the top as a rhinoceros accident, they might be
rushing because they are late to a job interview, or to escape a secret agent!



Ask students to create a brief timeline for their character. When did the instance happen
that has caused this different walk?
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ACTIVITY TWO: How does your character move through their day?
Overview:
Materials:
This activity leads off from the last activity, and helps
- blank sheets of paper/exercise
students build a narrative around their character.
books
- pencils
Teaching Sequence
Drama activity:


Pair two students up, preferably ones that have chosen characters that walk in different
ways



The two students are going to act out a scenario, pretending to be their characters



The scenario is that one character has lost their pet cat, and the other character is going to
help them find it



The trick is to make sure that the students constantly stay in character. So if their
character has a bad back, what does that look like when they’re looking under tables and
chairs for a cat? Etc.



Get the students to practice in pairs, then choose 2-3 examples to showcase to the whole
class



After each pair acts, discuss how and why the characters moved the way they did.

Written activity:


Have students draft a small dialogue between these characters. What do they have in
common? What makes them different? Would they be friends or not get along?



Ask students to use Who, What, Where, Why, When and How questions to tease a
backstory from each other.
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ACTIVITY THREE: Word Bank
Overview:
Materials:
Students will develop a word bank of terms they could
- Post-it notes
use to describe the way their characters move, which
- Pencils
they can then use in their writing.
- Whiteboard / marker
Teaching Sequence
 On the board, the teacher writes down a list of words you could use to describe character
movement. Start by asking students what words they would use, and add them to the
board. The teacher can then add their own words to the word bank, and discuss the
meanings.
Words could include: lethargic, purposeful, flighty, free-spirited, proper, direct, shifty,
guilty, gangly, stolid, skittish






When discussing, pay close attention to the differences in words and characters, what
makes a lethargic character the opposite of a purposeful one?
Give each student in the class a post-it note
Get a student to volunteer to act as their character in front of the class
The scenario they are acting is they will imagine that they have lost their keys, and they’re
looking around the classroom for them. (Note: Students should be encouraged to get
invested in the scenario and really get into character)
Teacher should allow the scenario to go for a minute or so then tell the student “Now,
while staying in character, imagine you have found your keys. How would your character
react? What would they say? How would they move?”



As the student acts out the scenario, the students watching will choose one word from the
word bank that they think describes the way the student is acting, and write it on their
post-it note



Once they are done acting, and have found their keys, get the student to stand in front of
the class, and each student will take turns sticking the post-it notes onto the arms and legs
of the student, so they will be covered in words they could use to describe their character
(Note: Reminds students to be respectful when placing the notes, and get the permission of
the student first to see if they are comfortable with people placing the notes)



The idea is that interesting characters are always more than one thing, and you can use
more than one word to describe how they move about the world. They also might change
depending on the scenario. Maybe when they’re looking for the key, they’re lethargic, but
when they find it, they become very energetic



Ask students to draw smileys or emojis to accompany the word bank. Students can then
begin to build emotional profiles to accompany the physical descriptions they have
created.

PART 2: WORKSHEETS FOR DIGITAL WORKSHOP
Please print one of each of these worksheets for each student prior to participation in the
Creative Writing Workshop. Students do not need to complete these worksheets prior to the
workshop- just have them ready to hand out during.
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The

FOUR ‘F’s of CREATIVE CHARACTERS!

Together we’re going to create a character. Write or draw in the boxes below
as we create interesting details about our character!

F is for FRIENDS

F is for FIRE

F is for FEAR

F is for FUNNY

Write a sentence about your
character’s best friend.

Write a sentence about your
character’s worst ﬂaw.
fear.

Write a sentence about the thing
your character would save if their
GNTRDV@RNMƥQD 

Write a sentence about a funny secret
your character has.

sydneystoryfactory.org.au

EMOTIONAL REACTIONS!
How would your character react to certain situations? Write or draw in the boxes below
to show what would cause them to feel excited, disgusted, aﬀectionate, or scared.

Excitement!

Disgust!

Affection!

Fear!

sydneystoryfactory.org.au

Let's keep in touch
Sydney Opera House
Creative Learning
Bennelong Point
Sydney NSW 2000
Australia
Call us 02 9250 7770
or email creativelearning
@sydneyoperahouse.com
Join our Sydney Opera
House for Teachers and
Educators Facebook Group
Presenting Partner

